
Good morning!

Please, login into webassing, locate 
LectureMCQ_L16 (PY105)
and answer question 1 
(but ONLY Q1!).
Pleas sign in using the sign-in sheets on 
the bench. Thank you

Lab 7 is in SCI 136 (!) Note: exam room 
change: 
Exams 2, 3 take 
place in STO B50



First time we pulled on a string 
applying a force of 10 N. 
Second time we attached to a 
string a weight of 10 N. 

When did the disc have a higher angular 
acceleration?
1. 1st time       2. 2nd time       3. It was the same 
4. there is not enough information                   
5. there is too much information

1st 2nd
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First time we pulled on a string 
applying a force of 10 N. Second time 
we attached to a string a weight of 10 
N. When did the disc have a higher 
angular acceleration?
1. 1st time                                        
2. 2nd time                      
3. It was the same    4. there is not 
enough information                5. there 
is too much information

1st

2nd



If  M = 10 kg,  m = 5 kg,       
R = 25 cm, what torque a 
motor should apply to the 
disc in order to lift the box 
with the acceleration of 0.1 
m/s2? Assume friction 
provides a torque equal to 
0.1 of the torque provided 
by the motor.
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A solid sphere with a mass of 10 kg and 
diameter of 50 cm is rotating with an angular 
speed of 60 rad/s about an axis passing 
through its center. By applying a normal 
force, the rotation of the sphere is slowed 
down to 2 rad/s. If the coefficient of friction 
was .8, what was the magnitude of the normal 
force applied to the sphere, if the slowing 
down lasted for 10 s?



A solid sphere with a mass of 10 kg and diameter of 50 cm is 
rotating with an angular speed of 60 rad/s about an axis passing 
through its center. By applying a normal force, the rotation of the 
sphere is slowed down to 2 rad/s. If the coefficient of friction was .8, 
what was the magnitude of the normal force applied to the sphere, if 
the slowing down lasted for 10 s?





In this equation q …
1. Angle between force 
and displacement
2. Always acute
3. None of the above

Work done by torque Webassign: L16 Q3

|W | = |F||S|
= |F*r |*S/r|
=  |t*Dq | 



In this equation q …
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cosθ = ±1
For 1-D rotationAngular 

displacement

Work done by torque

Magnitude

Actual value The angle between the torque and angular displacement



K f −Ki =WnetWKET (RM)



What is the minimum amount of work that has to 
be done to speed up a 5 kg disk with the radius of 
10 cm from rest to 100 rev per second?



!
τ∑ Δt = Δ(Iω)

!
F∑ Δt = Δ(mv) =>    LCLMLet’s review:

Net external torque

IMT

N2LR



!
τ∑ Δt = Δ(Iω)

Net external torque

Newton’s second law for rotational motion

Something new



The Law of Conservation of 
Angular Momentum
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You drop a 1 kg lump of clay on a turning table 
rotating at 3 rev/s. The clay sticks to the rim of 
the turntable. Find the new angular velocity of 
the table (with the clay) if the mass of the table 
is 5 kg and its radius is 30 cm.
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v

A traveling bullet hits a resting disk. 
The bullet is stuck in a massless 
catcher located right at the rim of the 
disc. After the collision the disc …
1. Remains at rest
2. Spins CW
3. Spins CCW
(refer to the picture 
on the right)



v

A 100 g bullet traveling at 100 m/s hits a 10 kg resting 
disk with the diameter of 50 cm. The bullet is stuck in 
a massless catcher located right at the rim of the 
disc. Find the angular speed of the disk right after the 
collision



with NO slipping

Distance traveled by the center relative to the 
ground is equal to the distance traveled by any 
point on the rim about the center.

Translational 
motion is 
coupled with 
rotational 
motion!



ω = v / r

Angular 
speed of 
the wheel 
relative to 
its center

Linear 
speed of 
the center 
of the 
wheel 
relative to 
the 
ground



+ =

When an object is rolling with no slipping its translational 
motion is coupled with its rotational motion.

ω = v / r



of CofM

about CofM

Icyl =
1
2
mr2

Isph =
2
5
mr2

!"#$% = m'(

ω = v / r
NO slippingTotal KE



Wfr= 0 

K f −Ki =Wnet orWKET(rolling) 

Wappl + 

ω = v / r

e.g. a hand
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The correct ranking is…
1. Idisk > Iring > Isphere 2. Idisk > Isphere > Iring

3. Isphere > Iring > Idisk 4. Isphere > Idisk > Iring

5. Iring > Idisk > Isphere          6. Iring > Isphere > Idisk

7. I see too many Is               8. What is I?
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Webassign: L16 Q7
Which object wins the race?
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1)

2)
3)

4)

The correct ranking 
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Which object wins the race?
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Let’s 
do it! Let’s do it!



1 > ½ > 2/5 !
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2)
3)
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The correct ranking 
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1 > ½ > 2/5 !





Let’s apply LCME.









1 > ½ > 2/5 !



A sphere rolls down a ramp without slipping and a 
small piece of ice slides down the same ramp without 
friction. If they both start from rest form the same 
height, which object will win the race?



A 5 kg ball rolls without slipping on a horizontal floor 
so that its center of mass has a speed of 2 m/s. How 
much work must be done on the ball to completely 
stop it (calculate the magnitude of the work)? 



A solid cylinder with the mass of 2 kg rolls 
without slipping from rest down a ramp inclined 
at 30°. Find the speed of the cylinder (i.e. of its 
CofM) after traveling 4 m.



A solid cylinder with the mass of 2 kg rolls 
without slipping up a ramp inclined at 30°. Find 
the minimum speed for the cylinder (i.e. of its 
CofM) needed to travel 4 m.





Circular and 
Rotational 
motion, 
Rolling:
Linear and 
angular 
variables,
Centripetal 
acceleration,
Moment of 
inertia,
N2LforRM,
RKE,
Angular 
momentum,
Work of 
torque

Friction, Energy and Work, momentum, collisions: Kinetic and static friction, work of a 
constant force, kinetic and potential energy, WKET, LCME, LCLM.


